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XIA VAN DER RIET 
STEWARDESS 
 
Nationality:     South African Passport  
Date of birth:     23 September 2000 
Phone/WhatsApp:                             +1 561 633 9511 
Email address:    xiavanderriet7@gmail.com 
Current location:    Jupiter, Florida 
Health:    Excellent/Non-smoker, no visible tattoos  
ENG 1:      Yes (exp. Mar 2021) 
Marital status:     Single 
Language:     Afrikaans and English 
Visa:     USA B1/B2 (exp. Jan 2029) 
Availability:     Immediately  
 
OBJECTIVE/PROFILE  
I am looking for a Stewardess position on a motor or sailing yacht. I have extensive experience in the hospitality and 
customer service industry.  I hold all the relevant Maritime qualifications and am focused on utilizing my background 
skills and knowledge gained in the yachting industry, whilst learning and eventually progressing to a more senior 
role on board.  I have completed two seasons in yachting and am excited to find a next position where I can learn, 
grow and progress.  
 
Professionalism, focus on detail and organizational skills come naturally to me.  I am focused, work well others and 
communicate well. I believe that dedication, trustworthiness, hard work and reliability creates a successful work and 
team environment.   
 
QUALIFICATIONS  
STCW Basic and PDSD     Maritime Safety Training, Cape Town, RSA 
SYSA Interior Introduction Course    Super Yachting South Africa, Cape Town, RSA 
SYSA Basic Food Service Course    Super Yachting South Africa, Cape Town, RSA 
SYSA Introduction Wine/Mixology Course   Super Yachting South Africa, Cape Town, RSA 
MCA/Highfield Food Health Safety Level II   Baobab Development, Cape Town, RSA 
RYA Powerboat level ll                                                                       Super Yachting South Africa, Cape Town, RSA  
 
MARITIME EXPERIENCE  
M.Y. Magic (40m), Fort Lauderdale, USA       Dec 2019 - June 2020  
Deckhand/3rd Stewardess  
Off-charter duties:  Handled crew uniform inventory, ironed napkins, tablecloths and guest linens. Detailing, 
inventory for crew mess, as well as laundry room and detailing Miele washing machines and dryers. Deck work 
included: polishing stainless steel and wash-downs. Stain treating and washing exterior cushions. In shipyard period 
I took over the role of the Chief Stewardess. My responsibilities existed of inventory and reorganizing of all interior 
items. Detail cleaning of air vents and grids. Inventory and repurchasing of crew uniform, crew sheets, guest and 
crew toiletries, broken or damaged items and cutlery. Weekly clean of entire interior such as dust and vacuum, scrub 
toilets, run taps, defrost and wiping of ice machines and fridges. Detail cleaning of all guest areas and 5 cabins, 
bridge, crew mess and  4 crew cabins, galley/pantry and laundry room. 
On-charter duties:  Laundry services, including ironing guest and crew clothing. Occasionally assisted with mise en 
place for lunch and dinner, as well as food and beverage service for up to 11 guests.  I handled all turn-up and turn-
downs for 5 cabins. My main responsibility was anchor watches. I executed hourly engine room check of generators 
and hydraulics.  Logged off main engines whilst underway at night time. Handled lines and fenders during port 
operations and doing wash-downs when in port. Other deck duties included polishing stainless steel, buffing out 
watermarks on varnished wood, detailing and washing tender. 
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M.Y. Always Believe (40m), Palma de Mallorca, Spain     Jul - Nov 2019 
2nd/3rd Stewardess  
Duties included:  Working as a team with the Chief and Second stewardess. I was responsible for turn up and turn 
down of guest cabins, housekeeping and laundry. I assisted the Chief stew with service and serving drinks for up to 
13 guests. During off-charter, I was responsible for detailing guest cabins, saloon, dining area, as well as the crew 
areas. I was responsible for inventories and restocking fridges and the pantry. The interior team occasionally had to 
help out the deck department with fenders and lines during port operations, as well as wash-downs.  
 
M.Y. Alter Ego (34m), Golfe-Juan Vallauris, France  May - Jul 2019 
Sole Stewardess    
Duties included:  All guest service-related tasks, such as table setting, beverage service, attending to any requests 
and ensuring guest satisfaction whilst on board.  I was responsible for housekeeping and laundry, washing guest and 
crew linens, cleaning and detailing guest cabins, as well as the saloon and dining areas. Performed fine dining service 
for up to 12 guests.  Also responsible for assisting on deck during port operations.  Assisted with occasional meal 
preparation for crew, as well as regularly detailing the galley. 
                    
PREVIOUS CAREER EXPERIENCE  
Mojo’s Guesthouse, Welkom, RSA    Jan 2017 - Dec 2018 
Waiter/Bartender/Housekeeper 
As a waiter, I served customers’ food and beverages and assisted with cleaning tables, decorating for special 
occasions and cleaned up work stations and tables.  As a bartender, I served and prepared cocktails and checked and 
updated inventories. As housekeeper, I handled laundry duties, washing linens and clothes, ironing, cleaned guest 
rooms, performing tasks like vacuuming, dusting and organizing. We completed weekly detailing of the rooms and 
polished the silverware, sanitized handles, phones and light switches and reported breakages and maintenance 
issues to maintenance staff. 
 
EDUCATION  
Graduated High School:     Goudveld High School, Welkom, RSA 
 
HOBBIES AND INTERESTS  
Reading, drawing, fitness, animal care and healthy lifestyle, reducing waste and caring for the environment, hiking, 
historical architecture and water sports and activities  
 
REFERENCES  
Tamarin Isherwood            Chief Stewardess:  M.Y. Magic 
tamarin.isherwood@gmail.com                       +1 954 371 5476 
 
Elani Botes                                                           First Officer:  M.Y. Magic  
elanibotes@yahoo.com                       +1 561 618 5698 
 
Renato Martinho Coelho Guerra                    Captain:  M.Y. Alter Ego 
shouba@hotmail.com                                       +35 19 69 81 31 02 
                       
Gabriella Phillips                                               Chief Stewardess:  M.Y. Always Believe  
gabbyphillips2468@gmail.com                         +44 78 76 47 44 67 
 


